Ashers Invention

Five years ago Asher Quigley broke his engagement to Minerva Lambkin, believing she was
an accomplice in a scheme to steal his prototype for a wondrous device. Minerva swore she
was innocent, though the thief - and Ashers mentor - was her own father. Now sheer
desperation has driven Minerva to Ashers door. Her father has been kidnapped by investors
furious that hes never been able to make the machine work. Only Asher, now a rich and
famous inventor in his own right, can replicate the device. Hes also become a hard, distant
stranger, far different from the young idealist she once loved. Despite their troubled past,
Asher agrees to help Minerva. He still harbors his suspicions about her, but their reunion stirs
emotions and desires they both thought were buried forever. Can they rebuild their fragile
relationship in time to save her father and their future together?
Poems, When Irish Eyes Are Haunting: A Krewe of Hunters Novella, Thirty Days Have June,
Adam Bede (Xist Classics), Love Endures (Volume 3),
So now, a year after the idea hit me, my first steampunk romance is out! So what is Asher's
Invention about? â€¢ A brilliant inventor finds fame and. Editorial Reviews. Review. Kwan
does an excellent job of weaving together steampunk and Asher's Invention - Kindle edition by
Coleen Kwan. Download it. I thought I would love Asher's Invention. It's a steampunk
romance with an enigmatic scientist hero. It has a great cover and a clockwork dog. Minerva
swore she was innocent, though the thiefâ€”and Asher's Only Asher, now a rich and famous
inventor in his own right, can replicate.
Posts about Asher's Invention written by suzannelazear.
Books By Catherine Snodgrass Another Chance, Another Time Circle In The Sand Feather On
The Wind Hurago The Quest For. Read a free sample or buy Asher's Invention by Coleen
Kwan. You can read this book with Apple Books on your iPhone, iPad, iPod touch.
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